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Let i? be a noetherian integral domain and K  its quotient field, and 
2  a semi-simple if-algebra with finite degree over K, If A is a subring 
in 2 which is finitely generated i?-module and AiT= 2, then we call it an 
order. If A is a hereditary ring, we call it a hereditary order (briefliy 
^-order).
This order was defined in [I] , and the author has substantially 
studied properties of /z-orders in [5], and shown that we may restrict 
ourselves to the case where i? is a Dedekind domain, and 2 is a central 
simple iT-algebra.
In this note, we shall obtain further results when i? is a discrete 
rank one valuation ring. Let R be such a ring, and 12 a maximal order 
with radical 31, and = A division ring. Then we shall show the 
following results : I) Every //-order contains minimal //-orders A such 
that A/AT(A);=s^ 2©A, where A^ (A) is the radical of A, (Section 3); 2) The 
length of maximal chains for //-order is equal to n, and we can decide 
all chains which pass a given //-order, (Section 5); 3) For two A-orders 
Tl and Ta they are isomorphic if and only if they are of same form, (see 
definition in Section 4); 4) The number of //-orders in a nonminimal 
//■order is finite if and only if R/p is a finite field, where p is a maximal 
ideal in i?, (Section 6).
In order to obtain those results we shall use a fundamental property 
of maximal two-sided ideals in A; {TO, 3 1 '^ %
gives a complete set of maximal two-sided ideals in A, where 9^  = A^ (A), 
(Section 2).
H. Higikata has also determined //-orders over local ring in [8] by 
direct computation and the author owes his suggestions to rewrite this 
paper, (Section 6). However, in this note we shall decide //-orders as a 
ring, namely by making use of properties of idempotent ideals and 
radical.
We only consider A-orders over local ring in this paper, except Section 
I, and problems in the global case will be discussed in [7] and in a
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special case, where 2 is the field of quaternions, we will be discussed 
in [6].
I .  N otations and p re lim inary  lemmas.
Throughout this note, we shall always assume that i? is a discrete 
rank one valuation ring and K  is the quotient field of R, and that A, r, 
O are /j-orders over i? in a central simple iT-algebra 2.
For two orders A, r, the left F- and right A-module Ca(F)=IxI €2, 
Fx^A} is called “{right) conductor of F over A”. By [5], Theorem 1.7, 
we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between order F (^A ) and two- 
sided idempotent ideal SI in A as follows:
F = Hom’;,(Sl, SI) and C^(F) = SI.
Furthermore, we have a one-to-one correspondence between two-sided 
idempotent ideals SI and two-sided ideals containing the radical 9^  of 
an order A by [5], Lemma 2. 4;
= 3«.
Let A/5R=A/9Kj0 ••• 0A/3JJ„, where the 2Ji,’s are maximal two-sided 
ideals in A. Then 9K is written uniquely as an intersection of some 3JJ/s, 
say •••, We shall denote those relations by
SI = /(gjt) = •
Let A/S[R~(A,-)„^ .; A,- division ring. Then by [5], Theorem 4.6, we 
know that the A,’s depend only on 2, and we shall denote it by A. For 
any order F, we denote the radical of F by N{V). Let F ^ A  be /(-orders, 
and C(F)=ZCUJ,^ , -, 3«,^ ). Then C(F)/C(F)9fl«A/3Jl,.^© ©A/2R .^„_  ^
©C(F)^9fl/C(F)5R as a right A-module ; {h, h, ■■■, i^, j^, , L-r) =  
(1,2, ---,n). By [5], Theorem 4.6 and its proof, we have
Lemma 1.1. F/AT(r)«HomX/3j(C(F)/C(F)9^, C(F)/C(F)9^ )^, and every 
simple component of C(r)^9^/C(F)9J appears in some A/3Jiy ,^ t = l, •••, n—r.
Let R be the completion of R with respect to the maximal ideal 
in R, and R  its quotient field. Then is also central simple A-
algebra and A =A ^R  is an order over R in 2. If O is a maximal order 
in 2, then ^  is also maximal in 2 by [I], Proposition 2. 5. Let F' be 
any order in then we can find some n such that Since
as a ring, there exists an order F in fi such that F = F'. 
Furthermore, since (S)i? is an exact functor, we have
Proposition 1 .1. Let n  be a maximal order in 2. Then there is a
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one-to-one correspondence between orders F in Q, and order JT in A.
If A is an A-order then 5R is A-projective, and iience, ^  is A-projective. 
Therefore, by usual argument (cf. [2], p. 123, Exer. 11, and |]5], Lemma 
3. 6), we have
Corollary . By the above correspondence h-orders in Q correspond to 
those in
Proposition 1.2. Let A, r, and a  be as above. I f  K=.oc'ra'-  ^ for a 
unit Cl’ in O, then A. = ccvoc~^, and oc is unit in Q,.
Proof. Since for some n, and ^"0 is contained in
N{H), it is clear.
From those propositions many results in ^-orders over R are obtained 
from those in ^-orders in the ring of matrices of maximal order O in a 
division ring A' over a complete field. Furthermore, all ^-orders in 
are decided by Higikata [8]. However, in this note, we shall discuss 
properties of A-orders as a hereditary ring, namely, by means of idem- 
potent ideals and radical, except the following lemma and the last section.
Let D be as above. Then O contains a unique maximal ideal (tt), 
and every left or right ideal is two-sided and is equal to {tv”) by [3], 
p. 100, Satz 12. In 2=A'a, we know by [6] that A = | £2, ai j£R , 
and «12 e (tt)} is an A-order in X. Analogously, we have
Lemma 1.2. Let 2 = (A')„. Then A= {(a,-_y) I € 2, Uij € O, a,- € (tt) for 
h-order in 2, and there exist no h-orders under A.
Proof. Let GA, -,-S(Tr)). It is clear that 5R is a two-
sided ideal in A. Furthermore, we can easily check that 5R/(7r) is nilpotent, 
and A/5Rs»20O/(7r). Hence, is the radical of A. Let {{aiJ) I 6 2,
(a,-_y)5RCA}. From the definition of 5R, we have 9 e,-,-+i, where the 
e,- /s are matrix units in 2. Since 9 j+ „_i +
(l/7r)e„ ITTgj^  = I e = Therefore, A is hereditary by
|[2], p. 132, Proposition 3.2, and [5], Lemma 3.6. Since A/5R=20O/(7t), 
the second part is clear by [5], Theorem 4. 6.
We shall call such an A-order A ‘^ minimal h-order”, namely there 
exist no ^-orders contained in A and A/Ai^ (A) = 20A.
T heorem  1.1. In the central simple K-algebra 2, there exists always 
a minimal h-order.
In Sections 3, and 4 we shall show that every A-order contains a 
minimal h-order, and all minimal /?-orders are isomorphic.
Finally we shall consider the converse of [4], Theorem 7.2.
Theorem  1.2. Let R be a Dedekind domain and P a finite set of 
primes in R, and O a maximal order over R in 2. For any given h-order 
A(:p) in 6 P, there exists a unique h-order A in Q, such that A^=A(p)
for t>eP, and A^=0^ for
Proof. First, we assume P= {p}. By [4], Theorem 3.3, A(^ j) = 
D,pf\D,2r\ ... Q'i maximal order over R^. Let S '= Ca (^Oj), then
il* = Homage®;, where 0^ = 12^ . Furthermore, Let
= = and since Put i2,- = HomQ(®,-, S,)
and A = f\Q,i. Then A  ^= /^Homa/®;^, E,-^) = A^iHA(^)), and A ,= 
AHoma (^E,- ,^ ®,-^) = Os if l3=t=q. Hence, A is a desired h-oidei. Let A^< 
be such an ^-order as above for Then A=f\A^t has a property
I
in the theorem.
By virtue of this theorem we shall study, in this paper, ^-orders 
over a valuation ring.
2. N orm al sequence.
Let A be an h-order and the radical of A. Let ; i = l,---,n, 
be the set of maximal two-sided ideals in A. Since = ?J9^''=A by
[5], Theorem 6.1, Sl-^§1^=5R“'S19^  gives a one-to-one correspondence 
among two-sided ideals SI in A, which preserves inclusion by [5], Pro­
position 4.1.
T heorem 2 .1. Let A be an h-order with radical such that A j'R ^ 
®^« 2® ••• For any maximal two-sided ideal in A, {501,
•••, gives a complete set of maximal two-
sided ideals in A.
Proof. We may assume that If i<in, there exists an
h-order a  such that C(O)=7(3«, Let ® = C(X2)
and = W, = gJl. f\m., and = by
y = i  i = i
the observation in Section I. Since = ® + 5^ /9^  is
contained in the annihilator of on A/9i. However, by Lemma
1.1 (Sp^ 9^ /(£3(^  contains only simple components which appear in 
s»A/2Ry^0 ••• 0A/S[Ry _^. as a right A-module, which is a contradiction.
From this theorem we can find a sequence of maximal two-sided 
ideals in A such that for all i. We
shall call such a sequence {SJi,} “a normal sequence”.
Lem m a 2 .1. Let A be an h-order with radical I f  O is an order 
containing properly A, then contains A and is not equal to n.
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Proof. Let K=C(O). It is clear that is an order containing
A, and that = Since S=I=A, by Theorem
2.1 and the observation in Section I.
Proposition 2 .1 . Let A, 91 be as above. For a two-sided ideal SI in 
A SI is inverSibW  ^ in A if  and only if  Sl9i = 9iSl.
Proof. If SI is inversible, then SI=9^* by [5], Theorem 6.1, and 
hence Sl9fi = 9fiSl. Conversely, let St5R = 5^ St, and O = Hom;(Sl, SI) = 
Hom^CJJ^ 'SlS'l, Since O, contain same number
of maximal two-sided ideals, 0=5R"'05R. Therefore, O = A by Lemma 2.1, 
and hence SI is inversible by [5], Section 2.
Lemma  2.2. Let A be an h-order, and « = 1, •••, w the complete set 
of maximal two-sided ideals and SI a two-sided ideal in A. I f  = 9JJ,Sl 
for all i, then SI is principal, i.e., Sl=CcA=Aa:.
Proof. Since = E  Sl5R = m  Hence SI is
inversible by Proposition 2.1, and A = Hom’^ (Sl, SI). Since St is A- 
projective, we have a two-sided A-epimorphism : A^Hom^W(St/Sl9Jl,-, 
Sl/St9K,-)^0. Since we obtain A/3Jl,-^Hom//g^’(St/Sia«,-,
Sl/S(S[rt,). Hence, Sl/Sl3Ji,asA/SK; as a right A-module. Since SI is inver­
sible, Sl/Sl9fi<=«2©Sl/SiaJl,«A/gi as a right A-module. Therefore, St = «A, 
and A=Hom^(o:A, o:A)=a:Ao:“‘.
In any ^-order A, we have A^ (A)“=:|3A for some m, we call m “the 
ramification index of A”, and A “unramified" if m = l.
T heorem  2.2. Let A be an h-order with radical 5R, and {9Jl,} « = 1, •••, w 
the set of maximal two-sided ideals. Then W  is principal. For a two- 
sided ideal St, SlTOj- = TOjSt for all i if  and only if  St = 3i”'‘ for some r. 
Let O be an order containing A, and s, t are ramification indices of O 
and A, respectively. Then n\t, and t\sn. Therefore, if  Q, is unramified, 
then n=t, and StTOj- = TO,SI for all i if  and only if  St = P'A for some I, (cf. 
Proposition 6.2).
Proof. The first part is clear by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. 
Let ‘R”=aA.=Aa. Since <X'^ TO,-Ct = TO,- for all i and K = C(0) = /(TO,-^ , •••, 
= Therefore, O = Hom’^ (®, (J) = Hom„':i^ „(a:''(Sc):, ct^ g^o:) = 
a~^0/x. Thus a:o = Oo: is an inversible two-sided ideal in O, and hence, 
ceQ,=N(Q,y by [5], Theorem 6.1. It is clear by Theorem 2.1 that n\t.
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I)  We call 91 inversible In A  if 9I9I~^=9l“ '9X = A ; 9t“ ‘= {;cl €2",
Furthermore, W = (‘S t y ^ A Therefore, a*^ ”a  = N{ny-^‘ ”^^ =pn, 
and hence, I-(tin)= s.
As an analogy to Lemma 2. 2,
Proposition 2.2. Let oc be a non-zero divisor in A. I f  a-^W<x is a 
maximal ideal In A for a maximal ideal 3Jl, then AaA is principal ideal 
in A.
Proof. Let a - ^ a  then Tla=a:W , and If we
set Sl = AaA, SI' = Aq:-‘A, then 3JiSl=Sl3K' and Sl'SJl = Since m S l '
= maW=^a:m'W=a:Wa-^A=m, m 'Q H orn‘j,(TH, Ti). Similarly, we obtain 
§X51'£Homl('Ut, TO). Therefore, StSl'SHomKTO, TO)^Hom;(aK, aJi) = A by 
[5], Corollary 1.9 and Theorem 3.3. It is clear that SlSl'^ A, and hence 
StSl'= A. Since Sla”* CSlSt'= A, SI ^ A a, which implies Sl = aA=Aa.
Next, we shall consider normal sequences of A-orders r and A (<CD. 
Before discussing that, we shall quote the following notations. Let 
{3Ji,} i = l, ---,n be the normal sequence of A. We divide S=  to the 
subsets S(, ---,Sr, such that \JSi=S, Sir^Sj=4>, and for any SD<i/6 S j,
M , e S U l < t  if i < j .  Let S< = {TO,., - , T O , S ,  = S^-
{TO,,.+„,._i}. Then we call m,- the length of Si or S',. Let F be A-order 
containing A. Then C(P) = /(TO, •••, TO,-^ ), and by the above definition, 
C(P) corresponds uniquely to S^ •••, S^; for example if C(P) = /(TOi, TO^ , 
TO3,TOe), then S,= {TO„TO„TO3}, S,=cf>, S3= {TO,}, S,-=<^ >, for i> 3 .  Let 
K,=/(S„ S2, •••, S;^1, s*vys,-+i, •••, S^ ). Then £2; = Hom (^(£,-, K,) is an order 
such that there exist no orders between O,- and P by [5], Theorem 3. 3.
L eivima 2.3. Let P, A, S;,., and Si be as above, then {®;P} i = l , - - , r  
is the set of maximal two-sided ideals in V i f  T is not maximal.
Proof. Since K,P = Cr(0 ,) by [5], Proposition 3.1, we may prove 
by [5], Theorem 1.7 that every maximal two-sided ideal 8 in P is 
idempotent. Since 8 =#AT(P), 8 is not inversible, and hence, rj,(8)^^=8 by 
[5], Section 2. Therefore, 8 is idempotent by [5], Lemma I. 5.
By Lemma 1.1, we obtain that ;=w3li03 l2-" ©31  ^ as a right
A-module, where 3R,- is a direct sum of simple components in A/TO,.+, .^_i.
Lemma 2. 4. Let A, p, K,- and K/K5R be as above. Then by the isomor­
phism (p in Lemma 1.1:  r/A^ (P)»^ Hom^ ^^ g,((£/®9J, (£/®5R) the maximal 
ideal (£,P/AZ(P) corresponds to Hom^^gj(2] 9ly,
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2) Tp(8) means the two-sided ideal In P generated images of / ;  
/ 6 H o m M 8 , P ) .
Proof. Since (5,r/iV(r) is a maximal two-sided ideal in TjNiT), 
K,r/A^(r) is characterized by the image of by <p{%TIN(T)).
and ®.-r(@;/s;5R)=6;,(S+
= + which im­
plies the lemma.
Lemma 2. 5. Let A be an h-order with radical and normal sequence
i= l ,- , r .  Then 5m , A / 3R,© •••© •.•© -A/gJl,©gt, a s  a 
right K-module. Hence, 0 ,-/A^(0 ,-) = ••• © •••
©A^^, where 3^ /+! is a direct sum of mi simple components of A/aR,+i, 
and A I‘Mi = A.„,., and 0,-=HomA(3Ji,-, 5K,-).
Proof. We obtain similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.2 that
yijmRi+,), since A=Homl(5R, 9fJ) and aJi,-5R 
= 5^ l3Jl,-+i. Furtheremore, since = C(HomA(3(Jlj, and 5R/S!Jl^ ?l =
we have the lemma by Lemma 1.1.
Corollary . Let A  be an h-order with radical such that A/9^as
r r
2  A^., then 2 ^ *  does not depend on A, and the length of maximal chain 
i=i .-=1
for h-orderS in 2  does not exceed n= '^m i.
1=1
Proof. Since, every maximal order is isomorphic, 2  m,- does not 
depend on A. Since n = hm i'^r, the second part is clear by [5], Theorem 
3.3.
R emark . We shall show that every length of maximal chain is equal 
to n in the following section.
Before proving one of the main theorems in this section we shall 
consider a special situation of Lemma 2.3. Let r  = HomACJ?ii, Then
3Jl,).
Lemma 2. 6. Let r, A and ®,- be as above. Then {E,r} i = 2,---,r is 
the normal sequence in P.
Proof. Let 8 ,=  S:,r. Then 0 =Hom’;^ ((S2, ®2) = Hom?;.(82, S^ ). I fO is  
maximal, then T contains only two maximal ideals, and hence, we have 
nothing to prove. Thus, we may assume r^ 4 . We denote A^ (P), N{fi), 
N(A) by yi", respectively. Let Ti = Hom^ C^aJi^ , S(Jlj)Cli. Then
5l«jaJl29fJ" = A/TO,©A/sm3©3ft3© -  0A/9W, and + /W '= A/m,® -  
Q)A/Tlr and ^^rJN(r,) is a maximal two-sided ideal, we obtain (£,+
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3) means that we omit i th component.
We consider a natural right A- 
homomorpbism <p : Then <p{^J(S,,W') I
= -  eA /m ,. On the other hand =^A/m ,®-
(BA/Wr(B^2r\‘^ " Hence, contains a directsum Sla
of simple components which appear in A/W,. Let {©,= /(82, 8 ,)0 } i=
3, •••, r be the set of maximal ideals in 12 . Since O = HomrCSa, SJ, we 
obtain by Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, ©,/S '^^ ^r/Sj^ sA/TOj- as a ring for i^ 3  
except one k of indices i. However, we have shown that 
A/3^305^3, and hence, we know ^=3. Therefore, by Lemma 2.5 we 
obtain 5R” S^29<J = 83. Similarly, we can prove 9i“ S^,-5fl=8,+i for 
Therefore, we have proved the lemma by Theorem 2.1.
Now, we can prove the following theorem.
T heo re m  2. 3. Let A be an h-order with normal sequence CiUl,} i = I, 
■■•,n. Then for an order F corresponding to a sequence {S,} i = l,---,r, 
{(£,r} i = l,---,r is the normal sequence in T. Furthermore, C(r)/C(r)5R
Hence, r/A^(r)?»A,j0 ---0 A;^, where “^{is a simple
component in A j y R , and /,= S  5,-, and A/3JJ,- = A .^, -=Z(Si) •••, S*,
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by induction on the number r 
of maximal two-sided ideals in T. If r=n, then A = r. If r = « —I, then 
the theorem is true by Lemma 2.6. We assume r<^n — l. Let T' be 
an order between A and T such that C(r') = /{So, Si, S J, and {So, 
S J= S i, Si = Si for i^ 2 . Then {/(So, ---,Si, •••, S;.)r'} i = 0,---,r is the 
normal sequence in F' by induction hypothesis. Let 8,=/(So, ---,SU ---, 
Sr)r'. Since So = C(F)F', F = Homf/(8„, 8,,). Therefore, by Lemma 2.6, 
{/rKSo> 8,)F} i = l, ---, r is the normal sequence in F. Since Si= {So, SJ, 
/p/(S„, 8 ,OF = /(S,, •••, Si, - , Sr)r. Furthermore, F/M^) ==« A;^ /+,^ 0 A,^ / ••• 
where F7 A^(rO^A,^/®A;/0 A;^/0 ••• 0 A;^/; Ii = If for />2 . Since
^ l i =  h = l'a + l[. Thus we have proved the second part by Lemma
,=0 1=1
2. 4.
Let A be an -^order with {SR,} i = l, ---, r. If AjWi = A^., then 
(Wi, ---,mr) is uniquely determined by A up to cyclic permutation. We 
call it a form of A. Furthermore, we know that {m^ , •••, m )^ is a nonzero 
integral solution of
( I )  ± X i = n.
J = I
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4) For any right A-module Tl, 9J^ ^-means a direct sum of t copies of 501.
C o ro lla ry . I f  A  is a minimal h-order in 2  with normal sequence 
{ajl,} i = l,- ",n  then for any nonzero integral solution --,m^ of (I) 
there exists an h-order r, whose form is {m^ ,
Proof. We associate a solution (m^ , to a set {S(,
Si = {TOf., •••, where #,-= Wi+••• Wo = I. Then F =
HomA(/(Si, /(Si, is a desired order by the theorem.
3. M in im a l /t-orders.
By Theorem 1.1, we know that there exist minimal /?-orders A in 
the central simple iiC-algebra, namely A/A (^A) = A0 ••• 0A. In this section, 
we shall show that every A-order contains minimal /j-orders.
Lemma 3.1. Let F he an h-order and A, A' be h-orders in F such that 
there exist no orders between F  and A, A', respectively. I f  Ca(F) 
Ca<F)/5R, then A is isomorphic to A' by an inner-automorphism of unit 
element in F, where = N{V).
Proof. Let S = Ca(F), E' = Ca'(F). Since there exists a
unit element £ in F such that © = C'£ = iS”'C'fi. F '= HomA(E, ®) = 
Homi(fi-'®'5, £-'®'£)2«''Hom»,((£', ®0«=e"^F"£, where F" = Homi(®', K')- 
On the other hand, by Theorem 2. 3, we obtain that F' and F" contains 
the same number of maximal two-sided ideals as those in F. Hence, 
r'=£-'F"6 by [5], Theorem 3.3. Furthermore, A =F^F ' = F^£-'F"£ = 
S-X^a T")
L emma 3.2. Let F 2 ^  be h-orders, then A^(A)^  A^(F).
Proof. Let and 5Ji' = 5fl(F). We may assume that there are
no orders between A and F. Then Ka(F)=SCR is a maximal two-sided 
ideal in A by Lemma 2.4. Hence, we obtain by Lemma 1.1 that
C  C  C  5R. Therefore, = 5R'A C  5TOA = 5K. For any maximal 
two-sided ideal in A, we have 3l' = 5R'(a« + a«OC5R+a}l3Jl'CW
since A=gji-fSDl'. Therefore,
T heorem  3 .1. Every h-order contains minimal h-orders.
Proof. We obtain a minimal -^order A by Theorem 1.1. Let F be 
^-order. Since every maximal order is isomorphic, we may assume A 
and F are contained in a maximal order. Let {TO,} i = l, --,r be the 
normal sequence of F with form (yn^,--,m ,^ and 0  = Homr(3Jlj, 9Jlj). 
We assume that O ^  A. Let 91=A (^O), and = AZ^(F). Since
Now, we consider a left ideal 'iSlJ'iR.' in 0/9i=Homp’^ 5^ (TOi/a}li9^ ',
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Since 3Jly) = l  if /4= ,^ there exist m in SJli and j; in SJlg-** 
SJl, such that l  = m+jv, m = I) GSJljSJlg--SJl, = Sjli(SjliSjlg--Sjl^ )C 
SJli5R'. Therefore, SJli/aJli9^ l'=mA+sjjj^ gfi75ni^ 9fi^ 09f^  ^ It is clear that
3Jli(9 l^7SJli5Jl0 (^O). Hence, SJli/9fl = (0/5Jl)m«r2©0/S3© -  0 0 /8 ,, where 
the 8/s are maximal ideals in O, and I is a simple component in X2/8g. 
On the other hand, since 12 contains A, Q, contains an //-order F' with 
form (mi,---,m,) by Corollary to Theorem 2.3, and I2 = HomXK® i^> 
and F7SJIi = A^ .^ Therefore, 9Jli/Sl^ 9Jl(/5Jl by the above observation. 
Hence, F is isomorphic to F' which contains A. We can prove the theorem 
by induction.
Corollary . Every minimal h-order is isomorphic. I f  two minimal 
h-orders are contained in an order F, then this isormorphism is given by 
a unit element in F.
Proof. In the above, we use the fact that any A-order is isomorphic 
to an order containing a fixed minimal //-order, which implies the fiirst 
part of the corollary. The second part is clear from the proof of the 
theorem.
Theorem  3.2. Let D be a maximal order such that 1 2 / ^ 0 ) = A ^ . 
Then every length of maximal chain for h-orders is equal to n.
Proof. It is clear from Theorems 1.1 and 3.1.
4. Isom orphism s o f ^-orders.
In this section, we shall discuss isomorphisms over R among //-orders. 
For this purpose, we shall use the following defiinition. Let Fi, Fg be 
//-orders containing an //-order A. If there exists an isomorphism O of Fi 
to Fg such that (9(A) = A, we call O ‘‘isomorphism over A'', and ‘Ti, Fg are 
isomorphic over A'\ Let A be an A-order with normal sequence {SJl,} / = 
I, •••, r. Then we shall call that A is rth order, and the rank of A is r. 
1st order is nothing but maximal order 12, and nth order is minimal if
0/iV(0)=A„-
We have introduced an equation
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(I)
in Section 2. We shall only consider nonzero integral solutions of (I). 
Hence, by solution we mean always such solutions. We shall define a 
relation among solutions (ffj, •••, as follows: («i, •••, 
if they are only different by a cyclic permutation. We shall denote the
number of classes of solutions by rp{n, r). It is clear that (p{n, r) = 
cp{n, n—r), and that <p{n, 2) = [w/2], and q){p, = where p is prime
and [I ] Gauss’ number.
We note that every isomorphism is given by an inner-automorphism 
in 2.
Let A be an ^-order with radical 5R. If ^  is principal, we call A 
“a principal h-order”. Every maximal order and minimal order are 
principal.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be an h-order with form {m-^, •••, nir). Then A 
is principal if  and only if  =Mr, {cf. [9], Theorem I).
Proof. If m^= =Mr, A is principal by the fact A = HomA(9l,
= Homi(9i, 5R) and by [5], Corollary 4.5. Conversely, if N=ocA = Aa, 
then a “‘(A/3Jl,.)a=A/Q:“ T^O,-+ia: by Theorem 2.1, and hence, mi=mi+i for 
all i.
Proposition 4.1. Let A be an h-order with radical 5R, and Fj, Tj 
orders containing A. I f  Pj, are isormorphic over A, then this isomor­
phism is given by an element in 5R. In this case C(Pj) = for 
some t.
Proof. If /3“'PjiS=Pj, and /3A/3-* = A for /36 2, then we may assume 
that iSeA. Since /3A=A/3 is inversible two-sided ideal in A ,/SA = ^ Ji'for 
some #>0. It is clear that C(Pj) =/3-'C(rj/3=9(l-'C(P09fJ'.
Corollary. I f  A. is principal, then Fi and Pj are isomorphic over A 
i f  and only if  9^(ri) = 9?“‘C(Fi)5>i* for some t, where 9J = 5R(A).
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T h e o re m  4.2. Let A be a principal h-order of a form {s,--,s). 
Then the following statements are true;
1) Fi, Pj are isomorphic if  and only if  Fj, Pj are isomorphic over A.
2) The number of classes of isomorphic m—rth orders containing A 
is equal to <p{m, r).
3) Those isomorphisms are given by inner-automorphisms of for 
some i, where A^(A)=CtA=Ao:.
4) Let Al, Aj be h-order s. Then A^  and Aj are isomorphic if  and 
only if  they are of same form.
Proof. Let Pi and Pj be m—rth. orders and E, = C(0,) i = l, 2. Let 
®i = 7(3Ji,,,3Jl. , ...,gji,^) ®j = 7(aJl,,,3Jl,,, ...,gji,^), i i < 4 < . . . < / , ;  i i < i j  
<Z--'<CJr, and i = l,---,m the normal sequence of A. If Fj and Fj
are isomorphic over A, then for some t by the above corollary.
Furthermore, where {i^  ^+ t ) ^ ii  + t modw, and 0<](« + ?)
^m . Therefore, + •••, {ii^ +s+t), +t))
= (ii> i2> ---,ir)- We shall associate the set U ,^ j^, "-,ir) to a class of 
solution of (I) as follows: X ,= j,~ j„ - ,X ^ = j,- j^ ,—,Xr-,=jr-jr-i, 
x^=j\+m—jr. Then 0\, --,Jr), and --',ir) correspond to the same 
class. Coversely, for any m — r th ^-orders Tj and if (y,), (ij) correspond 
to the same class, then there exists some t such that ((*/ + 0) = (i/)- 
Hence, Let {x-,, ---, Xr) be any solution of (I). Let
•••, then r=Hom^(®, (£) is an ^-order containing A
and r  corresponds to (Xi, --,Xr) by the above mapping, which implies 2). 
Next, we shall consider r th order T,- {i = I, 2) containing A. If Ti and 
are isomorphic, then they are of same form (st ,^ st ,^ --, str). If we asso­
ciate --, tr) to r,-, then Tl and correspond to the same class of 
solution of (I) replacing n by m. Conversely, for any solution {tj) of (I), 
we can find an order T (^A ) of a form {st^ , •••, str) by Theorem 2.3. 
Hence, the number of classes of isomorphic r th orders is equal to or larger 
than q>{m, r). On the other hand, that number does not exceed the number 
of classes of isomorphic r th orders over A, which is equal to ep{m, m — r) 
=<p{m, r) by 2). Therefore, we have proved I). 3) is clear by I) and 
Proposition 4.1. 4) is clear from the above and Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 4.1. Let Fj and F^  be isomorphic over A, then they are 
isomorphic over any principal h-orders A' contained in A. In this case the 
form of A has a periodicityP
Proof. The first part is clear by the theorem, and the isomorphism 
is given by oc*, where 'R=N{A')=aK'. Hence, a-*Na*=K, which means 
Cv(A) = 5R-'Cj,/(A)3l^
Corollary 4.2. Let Fj and F^  be h-orders contained in an order 12, 
and which are isomorphic, then this isomorphism is given by a unit element 
in O and an element oc*, where oc is a generator of radical of minimal 
h-order contained in Fi.
It is clear by Theorem 4.2 and Corollary to Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 4. 3. For principal h-orders Fj, Fj, the following state­
ments are equivalent:
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5) If  a form is the following type: (W i,ma, •••,m i,m j, •••), then we call 
the form has a periodicity.
1) Tl and are isomorphic,
2) r  JNiT^ and are isomorphic,
3) Tl and Tg are of the same rank.
R em ark . The above corollary is not true for any h-ordex. For in­
stance, let aJlj, •••, 5Ks} be the normal sequence of a minimal Zz-order A 
in K„ and M,), Tl,). Then A  = Hom^^ ((£„ ©0
and Pa=HomACKa, ©a) have different form (I, 2, 3) and (2,1,3), but TaZiV(Fi)
^ rjjv av -
Corollary 4.4. Lef Ti and Ta be h-orders containing principal h- 
orders Aj, and \ such that there exist no orders between r,- and A,-. Then 
the statements in Corollary 4. 3 are true.
Proof. Every F containing A which satesfies the condition of the 
corollary is isomorphic by Theorems 2. 3 and 4.2. Hence, the corollary 
is true by Corollary 4.2.
Corollary 4. 5. Let n be the length of maximal chain for h-orders. 
I f  W ^  5, I) and 2) in Corollary 4. 3 are equivalent for any orders. I f  
W^ 3 , I), 2), and 3) in Corollary 4. 3. are equivalent for any orders.
We shall recall the definition of same type in [5], Section 4. If 
there exists a left F^  and right Fa ideal St in 2 for two orders Fi and Fa 
such that Fi = HomJ^ CSl, SI), and Fa=Hom j^CSl, SI), we call “Fj and Fa belong 
to the same type".
Lemma 4.1. Let Aj and \ be h-orders which belong to the same type, 
and f2i, containing Aj, Aa, respectively. Then O i, Oa belong to the same 
type i f  and only i f  Oi and Q,^  are of same rank.
Proof. By the assumption, we have a left Ai and right Aa ideal SI 
such that Ai=HomX^CSl, SI), Aa = Homl^ CSl, SI). Then SlSt-^  = Ai, Sl-^ Sl = Aa, 
and hence, SI“'Aigl=Aa, and SlAaSl'^ =Ai by [5], Section 4. Let ^=C^^{Q,^ ). 
Then Oi = HomXjC®> ®)- It is clear that Oj = Hom i^C®, (£) = Homgj-i^ 5^jC®Sl, 
©Sl)=HomI/S;St, eSl). Let 0^=Hom^CeSt, ©SI), then 0^>Aa. Since Oi, 
Oz belong to the same type, they are of same rank. Therefore, Oa, O2 
belong to the same type by []5], Theorem 4.2. Hence, Oi and O2 belong 
to the same type.
The following theorem is a generalization of [5], Theorem 4. 3.
Theorem 4. 3. Let Fi, Fa be orders in 2. Then F, and Fa belong to 
the same type i f  and only if  Fi and Fa are of same rank.
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Proof. Let Al, A^be minimal A-orders in Fj, r^, respectively. Then 
Ai=^Ajfi-' by Corollary to Theorem 3.1. Hence, Ai = HomXj(SAjjeAj), 
and Aj=Homlj(Ai£, A^ fi). Thus, we obtain the theorem by Lemma 4.1.
5. Cha in  of A-orders.
In this section, we shall study by making use of arguments in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 how we can find maximal chains of ^-orders which 
pass a given ^-order T. We have already known by |^ 5], Theorem 3. 3 
how we can construct chains of -^orders containing T, which is determined 
by the structure of r/A^(r).
First, we shall study a relation between left conductor Z>( ) and 
right conductor C( ).
Theorem  5.1. Let F ^A  be h-orders. Then C(F) = 5RD(F)9i“*, where 
5«=A (^A).
Proof. Let i=\, •••, r be the normal sequence in A, and let
F = HomA(SD^ 2, 3Jlj), then Z)(F)=3Jij. There exists some SJl,- such that 
F = Hom^(aJl;, SD?,), and hence, S[Jly)F} i ^ j  is the normal sequence
inF. Since 3Kj/9fi3JJj«A/aJli©A/9Ji3© ©A/3Ji,®8, where 8 = 5R/5R3Jlj is 
a direct sum of Wj simple components which apper in A/9JJi, 9Jij/(aJl,-, 2Jl,+i)F
+ 9^ 9Dlj/9J5Kj = A/a«i® A/2«3© -  © © -  © A/SD?„®9fJ7(aJJ,,
Hence, if /4=1, n, F//(2Ji,-, 3Jl,+i)F«iA„,. or by Lemma 2.1. However, 
r//(S!Jl,-, 9K,+i)F=A„,.+„,.^ j by Lemma 2.5, which is a contradiction. If 
/ = W, then 8j(/(3Jli, ^KjF) = (O), and hence, 33lj/(aJti, 3«„)F+9i9Kj/5R3«j= 
A/gJij® ••• (g)A/aJi„_i, which also contradicts the fact that /(Sdi, 9JIJF is 
a maximal two-sided ideal. Let ®=/(3Jlj, and ®=/(9Ki,
then We assume that F = HomA(®, ®)=HomA(®, ®). Then
O = Homi(/(e, 3«,+i), m , 3Jl,+i)) = HomKF/(e, 3«,+i), F/(©, = Hom?.
(r/(®, 9Wi), F/(®, ajii)) by the first part. Hence, 0 = Homi(/(®, 3«,+i), 
m , a«,+i)) = Homl(5R/(e;, aJl,+i)9fJ-\ Thus, we can prove
by induction that for maximal orders 1 2 , A, ®, = C(r2,) = 9^D(0,)5R“\ 
Let r=f\n, = r\Homl( ,^; ®,-) = AHomi(9i-'®,-5R, 5ri-'e:,.gi) = Homi(9fi-'C(F)9J, 
5R“'C(F)5)fi), since K(F)=SE,.
Theorem 5 .2. Let Js. be a principal h-order and F an order containing 
A. Then every h-order containing A which is isomorphic to F is written as 
T*{r), where T is the following functor: for 0 2 A  T(12) = HoniA(C(0), C(O)), 
and T’'{n)=T{T^-\D)).
Proof. It is clear by Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, and Proposition 4.1.
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We note that for two ^-orders A ^ r , Cr(A)^iV(F) by Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 5. 3. Let V be an r th order with radical and S a left ideal 
containing 91 in F such that 8/5R!^ A„j(g) ••• ••• (g)A^^; I a
proper left ideal in A^^.. Then A=Homi(8,8)p^Hom^(S, 8)=r/^Hom5v(S,S) 
is an r + lth  h-order and C(F)=S. Hence, K is uniquely determined by the 
rank and conductor. Furthermore, every r + lth  h-order in F is expressed 
as above.
Proof. Since SF=F, t^8) = F. If we put F' = Homi(S, 8), then F= 
HomA'(8, 8) by [I], Theorem A 2. By the same argument in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1, we can find an r+ lth ^-order A' such that Ca'(F)/5R 
5«8/Si. Hence, there exists a unit element 6 in F such that Ca'(F)=8£. 
Furthermore, A'=r^Homi(CA<F), CA<F)) = FAHomi(8s, S6)=FAfi"'F'£= 
Therefore, A=F^njF' is an r+ lth  h-orAer. Since fi"^8e= 
Ca'(F), S = Ca(F). If A' is an r+ lth  /z-order (^F ) such that Ca'(F)=8. 
Then A=F^Homr(CA'(F), Ca'(F))2A^ Hence A=A'. The last part is 
clear.
Let A be an h-ordev of form {m^ , m^ , •••, m,.); A/iV(A)=A„,j0 ••• 0A„,^, 
and a left ideal in A such that 8,-y^5R, and 8 , - = A^^0-”0li,y© 
•••©A,„ ,^ I,.y anon-zero left ideal in A„,;. We denote HomA(8,- ,^ 8,-^-) by 
A(8,- y) and I^  y by l{2i /). Let k{li j) be the length of composition series 
of I,, y as a left A-module.
t,sa)
T h e o re m  5. 3. Let A, A(8,. y) be as above. Then I '=A ^[\ A^(8,- y) 
is an h-order i f  and only i f  { / ( 8 , - is linearly ordered by inclusion for 
all i. Every r+s{i)th h-order in A is uniquely written as above.
Proof. We assume that F is an /?-order and A„ is a minimal /?-order 
in F. Let S,-= be a set of maximal two-sided
ideals in A„ such that Ca(,(A)=/(Si, S2, ---,Sr), (cf. Section 2). We denote 
Ap^A(8,-y) by Fy. Since Fy is an r + lth  order from Lemma 2.5 we 
obtain CA^ j(Fy) =/(Si, Sf, ---,S^ )', Sf = S,- {^ pcy)}- We assume
p ikX pU .). Let S,=S,- {TOpcyp, aWpcy,,}, e=/(S„ S,_1 , S„ Sr).
Then F' = Hom^(®, E) is an r+2th A-order and F' = Fyjr\Fy^ , A=FyjWFy^. 
Let 9ii=7(S„ S,- S,)F' and - , S,- {SKpcy^ },
•••, S^)F', then we obtain a normal sequence SJj, 5 1^3, •••} in F' by 
Theorem 2.3, and Cr<Fy^)=9fi„ Cr<Fy^ ) = 5Ri. Since Cr<A)=/(5fl„ 91,), 
Cr<A)/iV(A)=A,„j® ••■0A„,^ ._j0P0A .^^^0--- by the usual argument in 
Sections 2 and 3, where FVS^a=A*, and I is a simple left ideal in A^.. 
On the other hand, since 8;y^  = Cp. (A)=/(9J„ 9iJ,)ry^ , and {/(9ii, 9i2)Fy^ ,
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/(9li, 5R3)ry2, •••} is a normal sequence in we obtain 8;y2/9i(A-) = A^j0 
••• 0  A^._j0 P © © ••• «^  Cr<A)/AT(A). However, S , - Cr<A), and 
hence S,-y^ = Cr'(A)^8,.^.^. Thus we have proved that {/(S,-,y)}y is linearly- 
ordered for any i. Conversely, we assume that {/(S,-y)}^ - is linearly 
ordered for all /, and A„ be a minimal order
in A and {S,} be as above. If we denote /(S^ •••, S,- —
S.-+1, •••) by then F* j=HomX/®,-,y, (£,- y) is an r + lth  order in Aand 
= Furthermore, we know by the above argument that
is linearly ordered. Therefore, there exists a unit element S in 
Asuch that 8,- ,- = 8« /  for all i,j. Hence F = A ^ / ^ A ( 8 , =
i,J ’ iJ
=6"XA^/^A(Sj •))£ is an -^order containing 6“ A^„£. The second part is
‘ .i
clear from the proof.
From the above proof we have
Corollary 5.1. Let V=h.^f\A.(^iJ), and k{i, j)=k{l{^iJ)). I f
hi
for j< if , F is of a form K.sw,
ki^i — k{2, •••, kisci:>f ■")•
Corollary 5.2. Let be h-orders. Then f\0,{ is an h-order
i
if  and only if  intersection of any two of the X2/s is an h-order.
Proof. Since every A-order is written as an intersection of maximal 
orders, we may assume that the X2,’s are maximal. If is an h-
order, then 0,-=Hom j^(S,-, S,-), for a left ideal 8,- (^N(Q,^)) in Oi- Let 
8,-+8^=8. Then Xl, A'Q^  £H om 4(8,8). Hence O,- or is equal to 
Homa (^8, 8) by []5], Theorem 3.3. Therefore, 8=8,- or 8y which shows 
that {8,-} is linearly ordered. Hence f\Qi is an A-order by the theorem. 
Converse is clear by [5], Corollary 1.4.
Proposition 5.1. Let A be an h-order and 8 a left ideal containing 
N(A) such that 8A=A. Then F=A^Hom^(8, 8) is a unique maximal 
order among orders F' in A such that Cp^(A)=B. Hence 8 is idempotent.
Proof Let 8 = A 8,; 8,/5^=A„,^©-©I,0..-0A,,^. Then F = A ^
AA(S,-). Hence, Cp(A)C ACa(s,.)(^)= = It is clear that Cr(A)28.
If Cr'(A) = 8 for an A-order !'''CA. Then F'CA^HomJ^(8, 8) = F, since 
Cp'(A) is a two-sided ideal in F'.
Corollary 5.3. Let r=A^P\A(8,.^.), then Cr(A) = AS,-
»,i ’ i J
Proof. Let Cp(A)=^S,-, where the 8/s are as in the proof of
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Corollary 5.2. V' =  HomKCp(A), Cp(A)) 2  T and r '  =  A ^  AA(S,-).
i
Since A (S ,.)^r, y for some k, j. Hence Cp(A) =  A^*,y.
Proposition 5.2. Let K he a principal h-order and S a left ideal in 
A. Then 2 is principal i f  and only i f  t^ S )= A  and A(S) is principal.
Proof. If S =  Aa:, then A(S)=Cf^Aa, and hence A(S) is principal, and 
< (S )= SS-‘ =  Aaa-^A=A. If t^S ) =  A, A=Hom/(g)(S, S). Furthermore 
if A(S) is principal, A and A(S) have the same form, and hence S is 
principal by [5 ], Corollary 4.5.
We shall discuss further properties of one-sided ideals in the forth­
coming paper [7].
Proposition 5.3. For any rth  order V, there exist w—r +  1 minimal 
h-orders A,- such that r=\JA,., where n is the length of maximal chain 
for h-orders in 2.
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction on rank r of orders. 
If r=n , then r  is minimal. If T is an rth order {r<C.n), then r/A^(r) 
=A„,^0 ••• 0A„,^, and w ,-^ l for some i. Therefore, there exist two 
distinct left ideals S^  and Sg in F by Theorem 5. 3 such that Li =  Cqj(F), 
and Ca^(l')=S2 for some r + l t h  orders Oi and Q,^ . Since f2i4=X22> T =
n - r
O1WO2. By induction hypothesis we obtain that where the
A,, y’s are minimal A-orders. Since Oi=I=Oz, there exists A^  ^  Oi- Hence
F=O iw A2^ . =  ”0'^X..
*■=1
6. Numbers of A-orders.
We shall count numbers of A-orders In an A-order.
Lemma 6.1. Let F ^ A  be h-orders and 6 a unit in F. I f  £"’A£=A  
then 6 GA.
Proof. Since SA=AB is a two-sided inversible ideal with respect to 
A in 2, As=S^" by [5 ], Theorem 6.1, where 5R=A^(A). Let 9i'=pA, then 
A£'=9^"’ =  ))'’A. Hence, is a unit in A, and hence in F. Therefore, 
jO =  0, which implies AS=A.
Proposition 6.1. Let 0  be an h-order. I f  Fj and Fj are isomorphic 
by an inner-automorpism in Q, for F^^O (* =  1, 2), and Fi=I=F ,^ then Fi^Fj 
is not an h-order.
Proof. If FiP^Fa is A-order, there exists a minimal A-order A in
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Tl and F j. Since Ti and are isomorphic by an inner-automorphism in 
12, they are isomorphic over A by Theorem 4.2. Hence, 6A£"' =  A. 
Therefore, £ is a unit in A, and in P,-, which is a contradiction to the 
fact Pi=I=Pg.
Corollary 6 . 1. Let D, be a maximal order and P j, Pa nonmaximal 
distinct principal h-orders of same rank in O, then PiaTz is not an h- 
order.
Proof. Let Ai and A^  be minimal A-orders contained in Pi and Pa, 
respectively. Then A^=£-'Ai£; 6 unit in O by Corollary to Theorem 3.1. 
However, by Theorems 2.3 and 4.1, P2=£~'Pi6.
Corollary 6 . 2. Let X2 be an h-order, and {P,-} the set’ of r th h-orders 
between O and a fixed minimal h-order A in 12. Then every r th order in 
i2 is isomorphic by inner-automorphism in X2 to some P,-, and those iso­
morphic classes by units in O do not meet each other.
It is clear by the proof of Theorem 3.1 and the proposition.
T heorem 6 . 1. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) The number of h-orders in a maximal order is finite,
2) The number of h-orders in a nonminimal h-order is finite.
3) Rjp is a finite field.
To prove this we use the following elementary property.
L emma 6.2. Let B = be a simple ring and L=Bei ,®  
then for any unit element 6 in B LS=L i f  and only i f
r
S =  (  ^ \ r ---------
\ C 6 J
£i, £a are units in A,, and and C is an arbitrary element in {n—r ) x r
matrices over A.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let P be a nonminimal r  th A-order. By Theo­
rem 5.3 r +1 th A-orders contained in P correspond uniquely to left ideals 
8,.; 8,-/iV(P)=A„,^0 ©I,.0 ••• 0 A„,^ . Hence, the number of r + l t h  h- 
orders in P is equal to the number of those left ideals. The number of 
left ideals in P/A^ (P) which are isomorphic to 8,/iV(P) is equal to 
[(P/A^(P))* : 1 ]/[E(S,-): I], where * means the group of units and .E(8,-) = 
{61 e {VlN{r)Y, (8,/iV(r))££8,/iV(r)}. Since [A : , [(P/AA(P))*: I]/
[E(8, ) : 1]<^°^ if and only if by Lemma 6.1. Thus, we
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obtain 2)<=^ 3). Since the length of maximal chain is finite, we have I) 
« 2).
If we want to count the number of A-orders in r , we may use the 
argument in the proof of Theorem 6.1. However, it is complicated a little. 
By virtue of Corollary 6.2, we may fix a minimal A-order in A. From 
this point, we shall study the numbers of A-orders in the special case 
as follows.
In Section I, we have noted that we may restrict R to the case of 
a complete, discrete valuation ring. By A we mean completion with 
respect to the maximal ideal in R. Let O be a maximal order with 
radical 9 ;^ 0/9fi = A„. Let T division ring, then ^  = O/, where
O is a unique maximal order with radical [tt) in T. Since Q , j ' h ,  
n' = n.
In order to decide all types of A-orders in 2, we may consider h- 
orders containing a fixed minimal /?-order by Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 
1.2, we obtain a minimal A-order A, which we shall fix in this section; 
namely
^  = {(«o)l ^2, UiJ e£), Uije(Tt) for 2> y } ,
iV(A)= Uije(Tt))
9^-' = e'h, UijeO  if «=t=M, ?=i=l; Ujje(Tt) if
and (I/tt)©} .
From now on we denote % jK by 2, O,, R, respectively.
Let SD?,-= {(Ui j)  I 6 A, an 6 (Tt)). Then the 501,-’s are the set of maximal 
two-sided ideals in A. Since = we know
that = Hence, {3Ji„, •••, SJJJ is the normal sequence
in A. We can easily check that r,-=HomK®?j, 2JJ,) = the ring generated 
by A and ,• if f=[=l, and that ri=HomK3^i, {(«i,y)l 6 2, Uije(Tt)
for / < ;, U ijeQ  for i^ n ,  i=t=l, and u„-^e(l|Tt)£)). Hence, T j
is a complete set of « —Ith order in For any order T between 
and A, C(F) = •••, (ij'^1). Then F is the ring generated by 
A and - ,i^ .
Summarizing the above, we have
Theorem 6.2.®^  Every h-order in 2 is isomorphic to the following
type
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6) Those types are changed by the suggestion of Mr. Higikata.






D ( oti X  mO 7rO(W i X « 2) « © ( « 1  X  m r )
0 ( ^ 2  X  »«i) £)(w 2  X  m^) 7TO(m2 X  m r)
: • •
£ )(m r  X  W i)
V
£ )(m r  X  W 2) D ( m r  X  m r)
where n=Itnij, and D {ix j): all (ix j) matrices over O.
We shall return to problem of counting the number of ^-orders. By 
virtue of Theorem 6.1, we may assume that is a finite field and 
hence, Dl7r=GF{p”‘).
Lemma 6. 3. Let r ,  ^  be as above. Then the number of isomorphic 
classes of r  by unit element in O is equal to [(QIttQ,)* : (r/^rO)*].
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, this number is equal to [O* : r * ] ,  and by the 
above remark w rC M r). Hence, we have (0/7r0)*/(r/7rn)*«si2*/r*.
Lemma 6 .4 . [ (O /ttO)* : =
/n 2 m ln - m . -m ^ ---------«,-)•.■=1 ,=1
Proof. It is clear that QlTtQ=(OfTr)  ^ and [(O/tt)!' : I ]  = [GL(n, p*”) : I ]
= (^p-«^l)(p««‘_pm).„^pmn_pm,n-t,-  ^ by [4], p. 77, Theorem 99. TIttQ =
(B,,, O \
* 'b J
and hence, r(6r/7rO) is unit if and only if the Bij are unitin (OlTT)mf.
Therefore, [(r/7rO)* : I] = n  (GL(mi, p"'): l)p”‘\ 5= 2  mi(n—m-^  — m^ — •••
t=l  1=1
-m ^.
By Corollary 6. 4, and Theorem 4.1, we have
T heorem 6. 3. The number of rth h-orders in a maximal order is 
equal to
E  -  i)(p^’”-p '”) -  / n  (p"^r -  i)(p”’r -P "-)-
--+ 1=1
(p'" -^—p”“-’”r'^ )^p”'(^m i(n—m-i------ m,)}. The number o f  rth  principal
h-orders in r'th principal h-order is equal to
{(p’"”^ ’’— V)(p””’^ ’'— p”-) ••• _
Especially, the number o f minimal h-orders in a maximal order is equal to
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n ( i + i ) '”+  -
We shall describe A as follows:
A =
...........
A.l A.2^ A.3 ........ „
\A„iiA„2 A^,
; AjJ is matrices of 
ntiXnij over O.
Since
AT = AT”” =  TTA .
Let  ^ be the ramification index of a maximal order, namely n*=pe, 
eSO . Then we have a explicit result of Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 6. 2. Le# A he an r th h-order, then its ramification index 
is equal to tr.
Proposition 6. 3. Let A he an r th principal h-order, and ct an element 
in A such that Aa"'"'=AT(A) for some n. Then T = A/-^a--^Aa  ^ — 
a- »^m+ij^ (X}-in/n is an nth principal h-order, and any nth principal h-order 
r  in A is written as ahove and AT(r) = o:r=ro:, where r\n.
Proof. If r  is an Wth principal A-order with AT(P) =  a r  in A, we can 
easily show, by Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, that a ’*''''A=Ao:"/'' and T = A^
Since '^'/''A=Aq:'*/'', o:’*/''A=AT(A)'. However 
a ”*A=^A, and hence/=I by Proposition 6.2. Therefore, Aa”^ ''= AT(A). Con­
versely if Aa:" '^'=AT(A), Aa*' is a left ideal in A containing AT(A) for i^ n jr ,  
and I ^Kj Aa  as a left A-module. If AaA=I=A, A/Aassli©!^© 
••• ©A„,.0 ••• 01,- for some i. Hence, since KjKa^AajAa^, Aa^2AT(A), 
we have a contradiction. Since A is principal, Aa''‘''''^-7M-^) = li®^2® 
Aa«'/AT(A)=I««/'-^-«0l«’-^'-'-«0 -  Then T = A^ -^ Homi(Aa, Aa)
AHomKAa^ Aa^)^ -  AHomKAa^”^ ’'’-\ Aaf’'/’-^ -^ ) =  A ^ a - 'A a ^  ...
jg g principal wth A-order by Corollary 5.1. It is clear that 
a r = r a .  Hence ar=AT(r)'jST. However, = (a”'’'')'''£=/3''^^£'= '^£", where 
6, 6' and 6" are units in A. Hence 1=1.
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